FAMILY ROOMS- Located in an alcove on the back wall to the left and right of the chapel mural are two Family Rooms. Each room contains companion couch crypts that go seven levels high, for a total of 14 casket spaces. Each room will have the family name inscribed on a gate providing a private area accessible only to family members. (Location 90 and 99)

CHAPEL NAIVE- The nave of The Chapel of Our Lady of Mt. Carmel is lined with side-by-side companion crypts, as well as individual crypts. Here, individuals and families will have the opportunity to be memorialized in the chapel, a special setting for the faithfully departed. (Location 191-210 and 91-98)

FRONT TOWERS- On the left and right of the front doors are companion couch crypts and individual crypts, providing memorialization in a high traffic area. (Location 1-4 and 185-188)

CORRIDORS- The indoor corridors are named for some of the various parishes in our area. Each corridor has a stained glass window dedicated to its namesake. The different corridors contain a combination of side-by-side-companion crypts, true companion crypts, and individual crypts depending on the location. (Location 5-58; 81-89; 100-108; 131-184)

CLOISTERS- The covered cloister areas are named after the four gospel writers. This special area has open arches and is perfect for the person wanting a garden setting, but also desiring some protection from the elements. Here one will find a combination of side-by-side-companion crypts, true companion crypts, and individual crypts depending on the location. Each area will feature a sculpture of the gospel writer. (Location 59-80; 109-130)

COURTYARDS- These areas provide a special place for those desiring an outdoor, or garden, setting. The Courtyards of St. Anthony and St. Rocco are true companion crypts only. The Courtyard of the Blessed Sacrament offers a combination of side-by-side-companion crypts, true companion crypts, and individual crypts. (Location 213-238)